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Abstract
Computational Biology or Bioinformatics has been defined as the application of mathematical
and Computer Science methods to solving problems in Molecular Biology that require large scale
data, computation, and analysis [18]. As expected, Molecular Biology databases play an essential
role in Computational Biology research and development. This paper introduces into current
Molecular Biology databases, stressing data modeling, data acquisition, data retrieval, and the
integration of Molecular Biology data from different sources. This paper is primarily intended
for an audience of computer scientists with a limited background in Biology.
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Introduction
“Computational biology is part of a larger revolution that will affect how all of science is conducted. This larger revolution is being driven by the generation and use of
information in all forms and in enormous quantities and requires the development of
intelligent systems for gathering, storing and accessing information.” [18]

As this statement suggests, Molecular Biology databases play a central role in Computational Biology
[8]. Currently, there are several hundred Molecular Biology databases – their number probably lies
between 500 and 1.000. Well-known examples are
DDBJ [49], EMBL [6], GenBank [11], PIR [10], and
SWISS-PROT [5]. It is so difficult to keep track of
Molecular Biology databases that a “meta-database”,
DBcat [20], has been developed for this purpose. Nonetheless, DBCat by far does not report on all activities in the rapidly evolving field of Molecular Biology databases.
Most Molecular Biology databases are very large:
e.g. GenBank contains more than 4 × 106 nucleotide
Figure 1: Growth of GenBank [26]
sequences containing altogether about 3 × 1012 occurrences of nucleotides. The growth rate of most of these databases is exponential – cf. Figure 1.
Both, the actual size and the growth rate of most Molecular Biology databases has become a serious problem: Without automated methods such as dedicated data mining and knowledge discovery
algorithms, the data collected can no longer be fully exploited.
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Most Molecular Biology databases rely upon ad hoc management methods. Some make use of
management systems, e.g. relational database management systems, that were developed for rather
different types of applications and that are not fully satisfying for Molecular Biology databases. Many
important Molecular Biology databases are just collections of so-called “flat files”, e.g. ASCII and
GIF files. Flat files are the de facto data interchange standard for Molecular Biology data.
Molecular Biology databases are very heterogeneous in their aims, shapes, and usages they have
been developed for. While some Molecular Biology databases contain only data gathered on one
specific organism (e.g. the Human Genome Database GDB [34] on the Human Genome Project or
the MIPS/Saccharomyces [39] database on yeast) and/or are developed and maintained by only one
research team, other Molecular Biology databases aim at collecting all data available on biologically
interesting concepts (such as SWISS-PROT [5], a database containing information about proteins
from all organisms or GenBank [11], a database of all publicly available nucleotide sequences) and
are the result of long lasting international co-operations between research laboratories. Furthermore,
different approaches are used for data modeling, for storing, and for data analysis and query purposes.
Molecular Biology databases have neither a common schema, nor a few widely accepted schemas,
although querying different databases is a common practice in Computational Biology. As a consequence, the integration and interoperability of Molecular Biology databases are issues of considerable
importance.
In spite of the recent surge of interest in Molecular Biology databases, these databases are rather
unknown outside Computational Biology and Molecular Biology. Computer scientists and database
experts are rarely knowledgeable about these databases and their uses. This is regrettable because
there is a considerable need for further work and more database expertise in Computational Biology.
Especially traditional database issues such as data modeling, data management, query answering,
database integration as well as novel issues such as data mining, knowledge discovery, ontologies
deserve more consideration in Computational Biology. Most Molecular Biology databases are far
away from the state-of-the-art in data modeling, data data management, and query answering. They
are often implemented using ad hoc techniques that do not provide with the services of a database
management system. To some extent, this is explainable by specificities of Molecular Biology data
and by the specific services (such as sequence analysis, similarity search, identification and classification) Computational and Molecular Biologists expect from Molecular Biology databases. However,
the discrepancy between most current Molecular Biology databases and the state-of-the-art in data
management also results from a lack of knowledge of two scientific communities for each other’s
concerns.
This paper aims at introducing into Molecular Biology databases, stressing data modeling, data
acquisition, data retrieval, and current efforts in Molecular Biology database integration. The study
reported about in this paper results from an investigation of 111 frequently used Molecular Biology
databases. This paper is a digest primarily intended for an audience of computer scientists with a
limited background in biology.
Following this introduction, Section 2 briefly describes the areas of Computational Biology where
Molecular Biology databases are used. Section 3 introduces into the resources and the cross-references
stored in Molecular Biology databases. How (computational) biologists use Molecular Biology
databases is addressed in Section 4. Section 5 describes how Molecular Biology databases are implemented and the services they provide with. A Grand Table of 111 databases that have been investigated in this study is described in Section 6 and given in Appendix. Section 7 is devoted to current
efforts in Molecular Biology database integration. Finally, Section 8 points out research perspectives.
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2

Database Use in Computational Biology

Molecular Biology databases pervade all areas of Computational Biology. In the following, the major areas of Computational Biology are briefly introduced stressing the use of Molecular Biology
databases.

2.1

DNA Analysis and Sequencing

Proteins are complex molecules that are the building stones of all forms of life. The protein variety is
immense: There are e.g. more than one Million different proteins in the human organism. The proteins
of an organism are build up of amino acids in a manner which is coded in the DNA (Deoxyribose
Nucleic Acid) of the organism. The DNA is a linear polymer, a sequence made of 4 nucleotides. A
subsequence of 3 nucleotides is called a codon. Each of the 20 different amino acids is coded by 1 to
43 = 64 codons. Most amino acids have more than one such code. This coding is very complicated:
Within a DNA there are non coding areas; the beginning and the end of the coding areas are difficult
to recognize; the coding areas are not necessarily connected. Sequencing is the name given to the
recognition of coding areas (and also of non-coding areas) in the DNA. Sequencing relies upon both,
Computer Science methods and laboratory investigations, and makes use of databases. DNA analysis
and sequencing rely upon stochastic methods such as stochastic grammars and hidden Markov applied
to large databases of empirical data.

2.2

Protein Structure Prediction

The prediction of the three dimensional structure of the proteins (coded in a DNA) is one of the main
goals of life sciences because the protein function depends on its structure. A complete solution to
the protein prediction problem would revolutionize medicine and drug engineering. In order to avoid
or restrict long lasting and complex laboratory investigations, Computer Science methods are applied
for “folding” proteins, i.e. for determining (an approximation of) the three dimensional structure of
proteins from their amino acid sequences.
One distinguishes between the primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures of a protein.
The primary structure of a protein is its amino acid sequence. The secondary structure of a protein is
an abstraction of the three dimensional structure of the protein based upon three dimensional substructures, i.e. typical folding patterns called α-helix, β-fold and turn. The tertiary structure of a protein
is the three dimensional structure of certain of its components. The quaternary structure of a protein
expresses the spatial organization of the protein’s components defined by its ternary structure. Up till
now, the primary, secondary, and tertiary structures of only about 9.000 (protein coding) sequences
are known.
The so-called “homology based methods” for the prediction of the ternary structure of proteins
consist in algorithmic comparisons of (protein coding) sequences, the ternary structure of which is to
be determined, with (protein coding) sequences, the ternary structure of which is already known. To
this aim, so-called “similarities search methods” are applied to databases. Whether a protein might
form a stable complex with some other molecule is called “protein docking problem”. “1-1 docking
procedures” determine relative positions of the molecules to one another. “1-n docking procedures”
search in a molecule database potential docking partners for a given molecule. Homology based
protein structure prediction and 1-n docking methods combine techniques from molecular dynamics,
discrete mathematics, or genetic algorithms with data mining and knowledge discovery techniques.
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2.3

Phylogenetic Trees

As times goes, the evolution modifies the protein codes in the DNA of organisms. Models specify the
speed of such modifications. Specific sequence analysis algorithms based on these models compare
the DNA of organisms for determining time intervals when the organisms are likely to have diverged
from a common ancestor. This way, so-called “phylogenetic trees” are determined. Phylogenetic
trees have used with noticeable success e.g. in evolutionary paleontology. In computing such trees,
databases are often used.

2.4

Metabolic and Regulatory Pathways

A metabolic pathway is an abstract representation of a metabolism, i.e. of chemical reactions in a
cell, listing the proteins and other molecules involved. A regulatory pathway describes the “control
flow” for metabolic reactions within cells of a certain kind resulting in some diseases – such as
cancer. Pattern matching, similarity search, and sequence analysis methods are applied to databases
for discovering new metabolic or regulatory pathways for some organisms that are similar to already
known pathways for some other, better known organisms.

2.5

Gene Expression

A gene is an DNA area which “codes” a protein and therefore determines genetic diseases. Within
cells of a certain kind a certain gene produces the protein it codes: This process is called “gene
expression”. Using so-called “DNA chips”, the concentration or “expression level” of thousand to ten
thousands of genes that cells of a certain type express can be measured. With so-called “differential
displays”, the differences between the expression levels of healthy and ill cells can be recognized.
The extensive data obtained this way are stored in databases that are used for developing new forms
of diagnosis and/or therapies.
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Resources and Cross-References in Molecular Biology Databases

One distinguishes between the genotype and the phenotype of organisms. The genotype has been
compared with the software, the phenotype with the processes specified by the genotype [50]. The
genotype of an organism is expressed in its genome “stored” or “coded” in its DNA. Data related
to genotypes are usually referred to as genomic data. The phenotype of an organism consists in the
phenomena determined by both, the genotype of the organism and the environment.
Computational Biology is concerned with both, genotypes and phenotypes of organisms. Thus, in
addition to the celebrated genomic data also phenotype data are to be modeled, stored in databases,
and queried. Phenotype data range from gene products, to complex interactions between gene products, to the behavior of entire organisms. Thus, Molecular Biology databases contain resources of
three types [43]:
1. Static Data: Data on genotypes, i.e. biological entities such as nucleic acids, proteins, etc. and
on relationships between theses entities.
2. Dynamic Data: Data on phenotypes, i.e. the dynamics of biological processes.
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3. Data on Analysis Tools: Data on biological and computer science methods which can be used
to identify the entities and their relationships.
4. References and Annotations: References to scientific papers (stored in specialized literature databases) on data of the above mentioned types; references between data of the abovementioned types; and textual explanations called “annotations” of data items.

Figure 2: SWISS-PROT [5] browser
Thus, Molecular Biology resources are rather heterogeneous. Most Molecular Biology databases
focus on one of the above mentioned three first resources and also contain references of some kind.
Currently, most Molecular Biology databases contain genotype data, referred to as “core data”, extended with annotations to these core data.
Many Molecular Biology databases also refer to other Molecular Biology databases. These references have often the form of Hypertext links within data items making a “point-and-click navigation”
[32] possible. For cross-referencing of the data, most databases provide a unique access numbers
5

for each entry (artificial primary keys). References within a Molecular Biology database or between
different Molecular Biology databases can be classified into “similarity links” and “biology links”.

Figure 3: A SWISS-PROT [5] excerpt

Similarity links connect sequence entries (or data items specifying sequence data) with similar
sequences (or with data items specifying similar sequence data). Similar sequences (or data items
specifying similar sequences) are often called “neighbors”. Neighbors are detected using similarity
search programs such as BLAST [3] and FASTA [40]. Usually, similarity links are not stored in
Molecular Biology databases. Instead, they have to be computed by database users using similarity
search programs often provided by the database.
Biology links refer to relevant biology information including literature references.
The database SWISS-PROT [5] provides with examples of the different kinds of references. A
SWISS-PROT data item on a protein might be linked to a GenBank [11] data item describing the
gene encoding this protein and to an article stored in the literature database PubMed [42] – cf Figure
2.
In flat files databases, annotations are in general intertwined with the Molecular Biology data and
references are encoded – cf Figure 3.
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A Biologist’s View of Molecular Biology Databases

What a Biologist usually sees from a Molecular Biology database, this is the services it provides –
not how the database is implemented. Molecular biology databases usually provide software tools for
the analysis of the data it contains. Typically, these tools serve to analyzing newly produced data, in
comparing data with formerly collected data, in making new predictions, and in testing hypothesis.
The use of mathematical and Computer Science methods is essential, for it makes it possible to avoid
or restrict long lasting and expensive “wet lab” work. Interfaces to Molecular Biology databases aim
at overcoming the following obstacles: Limited data awareness, complex data retrieval, limited data
analysis tools availability, limited literature reference availability.

4.1

Data Awareness

A biologist is in general not aware of all the databases relevant to its investigation. Typically, a biologist uses three to ten Molecular Biology databases he or she is familiar with. The help provided
with by similarity and biology links (cf. Section 3) is often insufficient. Furthermore, such links are
inefficient to manage: If n databases are to be linked this way, then the information to collect and
to update is distributed over the n databases. The “meta-database” DBcat [20] is a better approach,
for the linking information is centralized. Keeping such a database up-to-date, however, is extremely
time-consuming. Specialized search engines possibly using data mining methods dedicated to Molecular Biology contents, like existing search engines for Molecular Biology literature (cf. e.g. [31]) and
possibly relying upon ontologies might be promising approaches.

4.2

Complex Data Retrieval

Most Molecular Biology database users are not familiar with database query languages such as SQL.
Control of database query languages is not common among biologists. Therefore, Molecular Biology
databases in general have form-based query and/or browsing interfaces. This is convenient for simple
queries, but significantly restrict data access if complex queries have to be expressed. It is not clear,
whether SQL would be a convenient query language for Molecular Biology data, anyway, for the
relational data model does not seem appropriate to represent Molecular Biology data. XML query
languages such as XPath [16] and XQuery [14] might be more convenient than SQL for retrieving
Molecular Biology data since the semistructured data model seem to be appropriate to model such
data [1, 2] – cf. infra Section 5.

4.3

Data Analysis Tools Availability

Most Molecular Biology databases provide with dedicated data analysis tools implementing – e.g. the
similarity search methods BLAST [3] or FASTA [40]. Such tools are essential for data interpretation.
Some of them are difficult to use, in general because of large numbers of parameters to set up. It
might also be difficult to estimate whether a tool implements an algorithm appropriate to the data
retrieval task considered. Finally, many such tools are poorly documented.
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4.4

Literature Reference Availability

As mentioned in Section 3, most Molecular Biology databases contain literature references. These
references, however, might be inaccurate or out-of-date. In Computational Biology in general, and
in Molecular Biology databases in particular, there is a considerable need for advanced, dedicated
electronic library databases such as PubMed [42] and for literature data mining. More and more computational biologists consider data documentation by means of references (e.g. to articles describing
how the data have been collected) a premier objective.

4.5

Interfaces to Molecular Biology Databases

Interface systems have been developed that provide with unified, in general Web-based interfaces to
several Molecular Biology databases, e.g. BioKleisli [19], DBGET/LinkDB [25], Entrez [23], Tambis
[7], and SRS [24, 47].
SRS [24] is such a system offering rather comprehensive functionalities. It provides a unified
WWW acess to about 500 Molecular Biology databases. Its query answering facilities exploit the
Hypertext references between data items available in most Molecular Biology databases and can also
compute additional references. It has both, a form-based query interface and an advanced query language using which complex queries – possibly accessing Hypertext references – can be expressed.
SRS also provide with standard Computational Biology data analysis methods and support their application to the data returned as answers to queries. SRS is discussed in more detail in Section 7.

5

A Computer Scientist’s View of Molecular Biology Databases

This section is devoted to how current Molecular Biology databases are build up and managed, considering successively, data models and data management systems, data retrieval methods, and data
acquisition.

5.1

Data Modeling and Data Management

Following [36], Molecular Biology databases can be classified as follows:
1. Databases using a standard database management system, i.e. a relational, object, or objectrelational system.
2. Databases using the database management system ACEDB [2]. ACEDB (note the upper case
‘E’) is a DBMS which was originally implemented for the Molecular Biology database called
”A C.elegans Data Base (ACeDB)” (note the lower case ‘e’).
3. Databases using the Object Protocol Model (OPM) [15] together with a relational or object
database management system. OPM is a data model combining standard object-oriented modeling constructs with specific constructs for the modeling of scientific experiments.
4. Databases implemented as flat file collections.
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Standard Database Management System Most Molecular Biology databases have been first implemented as flat file collections. Later, in general in the mid nineties, many of them were reimplemented using a relational, object, or object relational database management system (DBMS).
The object model is more suitable than the relational model to model Molecular Biology data. Molecular Biology databases based on the relational model often have very complex schemas which, in
general, are no longer intuitive. Therefore, they are often difficult to administrate and to query.
Nevertheless, a significant number of Molecular biology databases are nowadays implemented using widespread relational DBMS – such as Oracle, Sybase or MySQL – cf. Section 6.
ACEDB ACEDB [2] (with upper case ‘E’) is a database management system initially developed by
for a database called “A C.elegans Data Base (ACeDB)” (with lower case ‘e’) containing data on the
organism (a small worm) called C. elegans. Later, ACEDB has been extended so as to also manage
other such specialized databases. In the literature, the database management system ACEDB and the
database ACeDB are often confused.

(a) Textual representation

(b) Tree representation

Figure 4: An ACEDB object (of the class “Gene Class”) from the database ACeDB [22]
ACEDB resembles an object database management system. With ACEDB, data are modeled as
objects that are organized in classes. However, ACEDB supports neither class hierarchies, nor inheritance. An ACEDB object has a set of attributes that are objects or atomic values such as numbers
or strings. ACEDB objects are represented as trees where the (named) nodes are object or atomic
values and arcs express the attribute relationship cf. Figure 4. An ACEDB class has a “class model”
specifying the maximal set of attributes an object of the class may have and the class or type of the
objects and of their attributes. An object of a class may have only part of the attributes, i.e. of the
branching pattern, permitted by the class model. This reminds of the semistructured data model [1].
In addition to the object classes, ACEDB also provides with arrays. ACEDB’s arrays allow for a less
flexible, but more efficient storage of data like DNA sequences. ACEDB’s arrays consist of tables
with variable length tuples.
Like the semistructured data model and for the same reasons, the ACEDB data model has the
following advantages: First, it accommodates irregular data items. This is useful for accommodating
exceptions, as often occur in empirical data. Second, extensions of the schema can be easily achieved
by adding attributes to objects because class model do not require every object of the class to have
instances for all class attributes. With ACEDB, it is possible to extend a database schema without
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having to restructure the database, for existing objects need not to be modified. The semistructured
data model is richer than the ACEDB data model because it also has multiple inheritance. Multiple
inheritance, however, can be simulated with ACEDB [2].
Basic services of a DBMS such as transaction, recovery and indexing are supported by ACEDB.
In addition, ACEDB provides a powerful, high level query language called AQL. The source code of
ACEDB is public and can therefore be modified to fit specific requirements of some application.

Figure 5: An OPM schema [15]

OPM The Object Protocol Model (OPM) [15] has been developed for modeling both biology data
and the event sequences in scientific experiments. These event sequences are referred to as “protocol”.
OPM is similar to an object model but, in contrast to standard object models, OPM also provides with
specific constructs for the modeling of scientific experiments cf. Figure 5. The OPM objects are
similar to that of the Semantic Database Model (SDM) [29] and of O2 [9]. OPM has derived object
classes as well as inheritance mechanisms [15].
The development of OPM has been motivated by the observation that the relational and object
models are inadequate to the modeling of scientific experiments [15]. This comes from the fact that
experiments not only refer to static but also to dynamic data – cf. Section 3.
Using OPM, experiments can be accurately described. So-called “protocol classes” are similar to
object classes. Protocol modeling is characterized by the recursive specification of generic protocols
in terms of component protocols (or “sub-protocols”). A complex protocol can consist in a sequence
of sub-protocols or in optional sub-protocols. “Input and output attributes” are associated with a
protocol class in addition to regular attributes, such as the attribute of a non-protocol object, and
“connection attributes”. Input and output attributes express the resources consumed and produced
of directly related protocols. Protocol relationships are expressed using delete rules associated with
“connection” and “system attributes”. Derived protocol classes can be generic protocol classes used
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for representing experiments that are constructed from instances of existing protocol classes, or subprotocol classes used for representing parts of existing experiments. A derived sub-protocol inherits
the attributes of its generic protocol.
OPM gives rise to defining views. The SQL-like query language of OPM supports the kind of
nested queries prevalent in scientific applications, path expressions and set predicates. OPM also
offers an ontology of scientific terms. OPM has a suite of data management tools providing with an
interface to relational database management systems like Sybase and Oracle. These tools also include
an OPM schema editor, a translator of OPM schemas into relational definitions and procedures, a
generic WWW-based graphic query browsing and data entry interface, and a translator of relational
database schemas into OPM schemas. OPM and its data management tool suite are commercial
products.

Figure 6: A HDB [48] excerpt

Flat files In the early days of Molecular Biology databases, data base management systems were
rarely used. Instead most Molecular Biology databases were built up as (more or less) indexed ASCII
text files, called “flat files” – cf. Figures 6 and 3. Later, in the eighties and nineties, as database
management systems especially relational database management systems were used more and more
frequently for Molecular Biology databases, many Molecular Biology databases remained collections
of flat files. It has been argued that database management systems are dispensable in Computational
Biology because Molecular Biology data in general are not expected to change, because multiple-user
access is rarely required, and because the cost of porting an existing flat-file databases into a relational
database would often be too high. Another, maybe more convincing reason is that Molecular Biology
data are often very complex. The typical data type subjacent to many flat files includes deeply nested
records, sets, lists and variants. Such data types cannot easily be represented in existing relational and
object database management systems [19]. Arguably, data management still has to be established in
Computational Biology.
Molecular Biology databases implemented as flat files in general have no explicit data model. Their
entries (i.e. data items) are usually structured either implicitly (cf. Figure 6) or explicitly by search
indexes (cf. Figure 3). Most flat file collections are explicitly structured using keywords (to be used
as search indexes). The term “line type” is often used for these keywords. The keywords may be
two-character strings or variable length words. The flat files used in Computational Biology seem to
have no common semantic structure: The keywords and indices used in distinct flat files often differ
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not only in their syntax, but also semantically.
Sequence databases are often flat file collections, for the modeling and efficient storing of long
sequences (of nucleotides or amino acids) has not been much investigated. Some databases (e.g.
the celebrated database GenBank [11]) use ANS.1 to define the structure of their data items. The
“Abstract Syntax Notation No. 1 (ANS.1)” has been originally defined for the data transmitted by
telecommunication protocols [4].
Nowadays, flat files are the de facto data exchange standard in Molecular Biology. Many tools
biologists are accustomed to (e.g. BLAST [3] and FASTA [40]) work only with flat files. As a
consequence, most Molecular Biology databases provide their entire contents in one or more flat
files (cf. infra “Data Retrieval”).

Figure 7: Fixed-form query interface of EMGLib [41] (at PBIL)

5.2

Data Retrieval

In general, a Molecular Biology databases provides with at least on of the following data retrieval
approach:
1. Query interface.
2. Indirect data retrieval with database browsers.
3. Database (as flat file) downloading.
The query interfaces to be found in Molecular Biology databases can be classified in “free-form/adhoc” query interfaces and “fixed-form” query interfaces.
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Free-form/ad-hoc query interfaces provide the possibility to express a query in a query language
depending on the underlying data model. Although the query languages used often powerful, freeform/ad-hoc query interfaces have the following drawbacks: Biologists are usually not familiar with
the principles of these languages and of database query languages in general, and a user of such a
language must have a detailed knowledge of the schema of the database.
Fixed-form query interfaces provide one or several views on the database cf. Figure 7. With such
a query interface, queries can only be posed against a predetermined set of tables, classes, or other
database components, and in queries only a predetermined set of attributes for each database component can be used. The view underlying a fixed-form query interface to a Molecular Biology database
not necessarily reflects the internal, i.e. storage, structure of the database. Fixed-form query interfaces do not have the above-mentioned drawbacks of free-form/ad-hoc query interfaces – at the price
of strongly restricting data retrieval.

Figure 8: Browser of Colibri [37]
In some Molecular Biology databases, hierarchical classifications of the data can then be browsed
for data retrieval cf. Figure 8. This approach to data retrieval has been called “indirect data retrieval”.
Interestingly, browsers are also available for flat file databases cf. Figure 2 (compare with Figure 3).
Most Molecular Biology databases, support flat file download via FTP, even if they are implemented
with a database management system. Recall that flat files still are the de facto data interchange
standard in Molecular and Computational Biology.

5.3

Data Acquisition

Molecular Biology databases collect their data using some of the following approaches:
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1. From other databases. The collected data in general have to be reformatted.
2. From the research community: Many Molecular Biology databases acquire their data from
submissions by researchers. Some databases restrict the data submission rights (in general to
some research teams). Fill-in forms often make sure that the data fit the database schema.
Problems often arise from errors in and inconsistencies between submissions. An a posteriori
“cleaning” of the submitted data do not always takes place.
3. From the literature: Usually, data acquisition from the scientific literature is done manually
and is therefore work intensive.
The update frequency is an interesting aspect of a Molecular Biology database, for it considerably
varies between databases. Some Molecular Biology databases are updated daily or many times a day.
Other Molecular Biology databases are no longer updated (in some cases because the database was
built as a by-product of a research project now completed or interrupted).

6 The Molecular Biology Databases Investigated
For this study, 111 randomly selected Molecular Biology databases have been considered between
Autumn 2000 to Summer 2001. This database selection contains major Molecular Biology databases
as well as more specialized and less known databases. Inclusion in (and ommission from) this selection should not be misinterpreted as an appreciation of a database’s quality.
A Grand Table given in Appendix briefly describes the 111 databases investigated in this study.
The legend of this table is given in Figure 9. In this table, ? denotes an unknown value. Following a
value, ? expresses that this value is uncertain. A few databases are accessable only through SRS (cf.
Sections 4 and 7). This is indicated by the mention “via SRS” under “Querying/Data Retrieval”.
Database
Contents
DB-Links

Implementation

Acquisition

Querying/Retrieval

database short name in alphabetical order (digits before letter)
Molecular Biology nature of the data
References to other databases as
HT: Hypertext links
TR: textual references
flat files
rel. DBMS: relational database management system
obj. DBMS: object database management system
o.-r. DBMS: object-relational database management system
C: submissions from the research community
D: collected from other databases
L: collected from scientific literature
FF: fixed-form query interface – cf. Section 5
AH: ad hoc query interface – cf. Section 5
FTP: download of files (usually via FTP)
Ind.: indirect data retrieval – cf. Section 5
via SRS

Figure 9: Legend of the Grand Table of Molecular Biology databases
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Interestingly, 96 (i.e. 86%) of the 111 considered databases have Hypertext references to other
databases, 40 to 44 (i.e. 36% to 40%) are implemented as flat files, 41 (or 42) (i.e. 37%) are implemented using a relational database management system, 7 (i.e. 6%) use an object database management system, 3 (.i.e. 3%) use an object-relational database management system, and all databases
collect data from different sources.

7

Molecular Biology Database Integration

A widespread practice in Molecular Biology is that a research team first analyzes some data it has
generated or collected (e.g. from databases or from the literature), then makes these data available to
the research community through a database. Many Molecular Biology databases have been developed
in this manner. As a consequence, Molecular Biology databases are highly distributed and heterogeneous, reflecting the distribution and heterogeneity of the Molecular Biology research community
[7, 32]. Collecting and integrating data from different Molecular Biology databases is an issue of
increasing importance in Computational Biology, for the detection of similarities between data from
distinct origins (e.g. from different organisms) is prevalent in Molecular Biology – cf. Section 2.

7.1

Importance of Semantic Conflicts in Molecular Biology Database Integration

Integrating data from distinct origins leads to so-called “descriptive”, “heterogeneity”, and “semantic
conflicts” [46]. Descriptive conflicts occur when the same semantic objects are differently modeled
in distinct databases. Heterogeneity conflicts result from distinct data models and management systems used in distinct databases. Semantic conflicts occur when naming conventions differ in distinct
databases. In standard, e.g. managerial databases, semantic conflicts can in general be quite easily
overcome with so-called data dictionaries. In Molecular Biology, semantic conflicts are much more
difficult to deal with, for they usually reflect distinct scientific viewpoints. Molecular Biology semantic conflicts make an automatic data retrieval from distributed, heterogeneous Molecular Biology
databases very difficult.
The concept of “gene” illustrate semantic conflicts: In GDB [34], a gene is defined as a DNA
fragment which can be transcribed and translated into a protein. For GenBank [11], a gene is in
contrast a DNA fragment carrying a genetic trait or phenotype (including non-structural coding DNA
regions like introns or promoters).
The notion of “biological functions” illustrates how semantic conflicts can make data retrieval difficult. Biological functions may be described at different levels. E.g. the function of a protein can
be described at the molecule level, one speaks of “molecular function” of the protein, or at the cell
level, one speaks of the “cellular function” of the protein. The molecular function of an enzyme such
as aspartokinase is the catalysis of a certain reaction, whereas the (documented) cellular function of
aspartokinase in bacteria is the catalysis of the first step in the common biosynthetic pathway [51].
Both, the molecular and the cellular function of a protein often have to be considered together because
a protein with a given molecular function is often involved in cellular processes. The definition and
modelization of biological function in a Molecular Biology database reflects the database’s focus of
interest. It might happen that in a Molecular Biology database the molecular function of a protein
is described in an attribute named “biological function”, while the cellular function of that protein is
explained in a “comment” attribute. In such a case, an automatic recognition of the definition of the
cellular function might be almost impossible.
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Integrating Molecular Biology data from different origins in general require to “curate” the data
utilizing specific knowledge about the database’s field. This can be done manually by expert curators
and also automatically using computational approaches. Usually, both forms of data curation take
place.

7.2

Updates in Molecular Biology Database Integration Systems

In order to keep data originating from different databases up to date, frequent (e.g. daily) updates
are necessary. With Molecular Biology databases, this is especially computing intensive because flat
files are the de facto exchange format in the field – cf. Section 5. Structured models are preferable
for data interchange. The semistructured data to data modeling and data management [13, 1] seem
to be especially promising for Molecular Biology database integration, for it supports irregular data
items and exceptions – cf. Section 5. Several research activities are concerned with using XML for
modeling Molecular Biology data – cf. e.g. [52, 35, 53]. Some Molecular Biology databases can be
downloaded in XML format e.g. Entrez (cf. http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/) and PIR
(cf. ftp://nbrfa.georgetown.edu/pir/databases/pir_xml/).

Figure 10: A SRS Standard Query Form [47]

7.3

Dedicated Integration Systems for Molecular Biology Databases

A few systems have been developed for the integration of Molecular Biology databases e.g. BioKleisli
[19], DBGET/LinkDB [25], Entrez [23], Tambis [7], and SRS [24]. As an example, SRS is described
in more detail.
SRS is worth describing in more detail, for it has interesting features like a query language using
which Hypertext links can be followed. SRS is described in its user guide [47] as a “data integration,
analysis and display tool for bioinformatics, genomic and related data.”
SRS offers a WWW portal to about 500 Molecular Biology databases. Using it, a same “standard
query form” (cf. Figure 10) can be used for accessing data from different databases. Answers to SRS
queries are listed as Hypertext links in “query result” web pages (cf. Figure 11). SRS exploits the
Hyperlink cross-references almost all Molecular Biology contain: With an answers to an SRS query,
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Figure 11: A SRS Query Result [47]
a SRS query result web page also displays the Hypertext links contained in this answer to related data
items in other database). Following such a link result in augmenting the SRS query result web page
originally returned by SRS.
User profiles make it possible to customize both, query forms (e.g. by pre-selecting databases) and
query result web pages. Also, SRS makes it possible to save queries for later re-use. Answers to
queries can also be downloaded.
Another feature of SRS is the support of Computational Biology data analysis methods. The methods applicable to an answer can be listed on demand (using a button on the query result web pages).
They are mentioned as Hypertext link. Activating such a link displays a “launch” (cf. Figure 12) web
page using which parameters can be set up for an application of the selected method to the answer this
method was associated which in the query result web page. For simplifying the use, default values
are provided for the parameters as the “launch” page is displayed. The result of applying a method
on an answer is displayed on a web page (cf. Figure 13). SRS provide many different ways to display
method results.
SRS also provides with a query language, called “SRS query language”, using which database and
data selections, operations on sets obtained as answers from other queries can be expressed and a
crawler function (accessible through so-called “link operators”) so as to automatically follow Hypertext links associated by SRS with answers.
E.g. the following query [47]
[swissprot-id:acha_human] > prosite > swissprot
first retrieves the entry “acha_human” from the SWISS-PROT database [5] as well as the entries from the PROSITE database [30] that are refered to (through Hypertext links) in the returned
“acha_human” entry of SWISS-PROT. With the rightmost link operator >, the answer is augmented
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Figure 12: A SRS Launch Form [47]
with all SWISS-PROT entries that are refered to (through Hypertext links) the retrieved PROSITE entries. This way, all SWISS-PROT data items documenting members of the protein families to which
“acha_human” belongs are retrieved.
Thus, the link operators of the SRS query language make it possible to use this language for (a
limited form) of Web crawling.
The SRS query language combines navigational aspects reminding of XPath [16] and of CSS selectors [12] with boolean connectives and set operations. Using the “multiple linking” feature of the
SRS query language, one can find information related to a data item in other databases this data item
does not refer to with Hypertext links. The SRS query language also has constructs for restructuring
answers.
There are worldwide about 30 distinct SRS servers accessing each from 0 to more than 100 “libraries”, i.e. databases or parts of databases. Altogether, these SRS servers access about 500 different libraries. These SRS servers support about 30 Computational Biology data analysis methods. The SRS servers, the libraries they access, and the methpods they support are listed at http:
//www.lionbio.co.uk/publicsrs.html.

7.4

Related Issues

Further current integration approaches for Molecular Biology databases consist in the definition of
“thesauri” and “ontologies” e.g. [7]. Thesauri and ontologies aim at developing standardized vocabularies, naming convention, and sometimes data interchange formats. Early attempts in the field
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Figure 13: Result of a Method Application with SRS [47]
are reported in [27, 4]. [38] gives an overview on ontologies and interchange formats for Molecular
Biology.
Recall that cross-referencing through Hypertext links within data items is a widespread approach
to (a lightweight form of) database integration in Molecular Biology databases – cf. Section 3.
Finally, it is worth noting that standard approaches to database integration, i.e. “federated databases”
[45], integration through materialized views e.g. in “data warehouses” [28], and “multi-database
query systems” [33, 44], are rarely applied to Molecular Biology databases. Tambis [7] can be seen
as a federated database system. A few research institutions have collected data from several of their
projects into systems reminding of data warehouses e.g. MIPS [39]. BioKleisli [19] can be seen as a
multi-database query system for Molecular Biology.

8

Database Research Perspectives

Molecular Biology databases are challenging database applications because their management, querying and integration call for new solutions.
Database integration is a premier research issue in Molecular Biology databases. Standard database
integration methods do not seem to be sufficient for Molecular Biology databases. Original approaches have been developed for integrating Molecular Biology databases, in particular cross-referencing
(of databases and data items) using Hypertext links (cf. Section 3) and crawling constructs in query
languages (cf. Section 7). Interestingly, XQuery [14] does not have specific construct for an automatic traversal of Hypertext links. Both approaches, cross-referencing with Hypertext links and
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crawling constructs in query languages, seem to be relevant to databases from other fields, too, and
deserve further investigations.
Most Molecular Biology databases integrate databases on scientific literature and databases on
Molecular Biology data. This reminds of “data dictionaries” investigated in the eighties – cf. e.g. [21].
The need for integrating text data with other data also exists in scientific and managerial databases.
Text mining techniques, e.g. as considered in information retrieval, as well as other approaches, e.g.
based on thesauri and/or ontologies, are promising research directions.
Search engines are already applied to finding scientific literature in the field of Molecular Biology.
It is an open question whether similar techniques could be also applied to Molecular Biology data.
Finally, note that the application of the object and semistructutred data models to Molecular Biology
data, and the definition of (e.g. XML-based) markup languages for Molecular Biology data, are active
areas of research.
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http://www3.ebi.ac.uk/Research/Mitbase/
mitbase.pl

http://www.mips.biochem.mpg.de

http://www.informatics.jax.org/

http://www.merops.co.uk/merops/merops.htm

http://www-bm.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti_bm/
bmbf/mdcave.html

http://www.agron.missouri.edu/

http://star.scl.genome.ad.jp/magest

http://star.scl.genome.ad.jp/dbget/ligand.
html

http://mutview.dmb.med.keio.ac.jp

http://www.uta.fi/imt/bioinfo/KinMutBase/

http://star.scl.genome.ad.jp/kegg/

http://ixdb.mpimg-berlin-dahlem.mpg.de

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro/

http://bioinf.man.ac.uk

http://www.neb.com/neb/inteins.html

http://imgt.cines.fr:8104

http://www.imb-jena.de/IMAGE.html

http://nutmeg.bio.indiana.edu/intron/

http://www.mssm.edu/molbio/hoxpro/new/
hox-pro00.html
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http://www.rtc.riken.go.jp/jouhou/Protherm/
protherm.html

http://pir.georgetown.edu/gfserver/proclass.
html

http://www.bioinf.man.ac.uk/dbbrowser/PRINTS/

http://www.proteome.com/databases/index.html

http://bio-www.ba.cnr.it:8000/srs6/

http://pir.georgetown.edu

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Pfam/

http://www.pedb.org/

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/

http://ycmi.med.yale.edu/senselab/ordb/

http://www.ifti.org/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/entrez/Omim/

http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu:80/

http://informatics.jax.org

http://pipe.rockefeller.edu/modbase/

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov:80/Structure/
MMDB/mmdb.shtml

http://www.mips.biochem.mpg.de/proj/medgen/
mitop

http://bighost.area.ba.cnr.it/srs/
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http://www.expasy.ch/sprot/

http://psyche.uthct.edu/dbs/SRPDB/SRPDB.html

http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/

http://genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/

http://wit.mcs.anl.gov/WIT2/Sentra/HTML/
sentra.html

http://wwwmgs.bionet.nsc.ru/mgs/systems/
selex/

http://scop.mrc.lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop/

http://sbase.abc.hu/sbase

genome-ftp.stanford.edu

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/RHdb

http://www.cifn.unam.mx/ComputationalBiology/
regulondb/

http://rebase.neb.com/rebase/rebase.html

http://www.cme.msu.edu/RDP

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/

http://www.expasy.ch/prosite/

http://www.toulouse.inra.fr/prodomCG.html

http://wwwbio.LeidenUniv.nl/˜Batenburg/PKB.
html

http://www.protomap.cs.huji.ac.il/search.html
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http://zmdb.iastate.edu/

http://www.proteome.com/databases/index.html

http://www.EMBL-Heidelberg.DE/ExternalInfo/
seraphin/yidb.html

http://www.proteome.com/databases/index.html

http://wit.mcs.anl.gov/WIT2/

http://bigarea.area.ba.cnr.it:8000/EmbIT/
UTRHome/

http://ukcrop.net/

http://wwwmgs.bionet.nsc.ru/mgs/dbases/trrd4/

http://ygac.med.yale.edu

http://www.expasy.ch/sprot/sprot-top.html

http://biochem.otago.ac.nz/Transterm

http://transfac.gbf.de/TRANSFAC/index.html

http://psyche.uthct.edu/dbs/tmRDB/tmRDB.html

http://www.tigr.org/tdb/

http://www.arabidopsis.org/

http://www.expasy.ch/ch2d/
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